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Traffic 

 

1. System improvement suggested to in-corporate penal clauses 

in contractual provisions against contractor against illegal 

activities by on board contractual staff. 

 

2. A preventive check was conducted on source information to 

check GS coach of COVID-19 parcel special train, which 

was detached due to broken spring of the said coach. In this 

coach a leased consignment of 570 packages & weight 9810 

Kg was loaded. On advice by Vigilance, re-weighment of the 

above consignments was done in presence of Parcel staff, 

representative of party, SSE (C&W) & RPF. It was detected 

that total 736 numbers of packages were actually loaded 

against 570 numbers of packages mentioned in the PW Bill. 

Thus, 166 packages were found excess of the booked on the 

Parcel Way Bill.  Total weight of 736 packages was found 

16862.8 Kg. against 9810 Kg. mentioned in the PW Bill for 

which, a sum of INR 2,64,568/- were recovered and the 

parcel staff of originating station were held responsible. 

 

 

3. On the basis of source information, a preventive check was 

conducted on the aspect of mis-declaration in inward parcel 

consignments. During the check, the packages of leased 

parcel consignment were opened in the presence of 

consignee and on duty parcel staff of unloading station. 

Commodity loaded was declared as ‘Tooth Powder’ by 

consigner in Forwarding note and the same was mentioned 

in PW bill by the concerned parcel clerk. After opening the 

packages, it was found that there were branded “cigarettes” 
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against declaration as ‘Tooth Powder’in F/Note. In addition 

to this, the consignor has also violated the Para-7 of Tobacco 

Act-2003 headed by ‘Restrictions on trade and commerce in, 

and production, supply and distribution of cigarettes and 

other tobacco products’ in booking of the said parcel 

packages. A penalty of Rs.5350/- was imposed as per Para-

953 of IRCM Vol-I. 

 

 

4. A preventive check was conducted at an important goods 

shed on the basis of source information regarding 

misdeclaration of goods where the rake was loaded from two 

originating points. Vigilance team checked these wagons at 

second loading point to check the mis-declaration in the 20 

wagons, which were loaded from first loading station. 

During check it was detected that the commodities were 

declared as “grocery” and “edible snacks” at chargeable 

freight class- LR3 in forwarding notes but during physical 

inspection, “white cement” was detected as loaded on 

chargeable class 140A were loaded against the above 

declared goods in F/Note. A penalty of Rs.14, 00,234/- was 

recovered from loading party at the time of issuing final RR. 

 

 

5. On source information, a preventive check was conducted 

where samples from the mini rake booked in 20 wagons 

(BCN/BCNA) were collected at an enroute station for 

laboratory testing to verify misdeclaration of commodity. As 

per test results from reputed laboratory those samples were 

not of ‘alum’ as declared in F/Note by consignor but were 

“comparable with the standard chemical composition of 

limestone/dolomite marble. The consignor had wrongly 

declared the commodity at the lower freight rate of LR3 
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while limestone/dolomite marble is charged at a higher rate 

of 145 with an intention for defrauding Railways. In 

compliance of the Vigilance advice, the penal charges of 

Rs.94,14,519/- were imposed by Sr.DCM against loading 

party. 

 

 

6. A complaint was received from Railway Board regarding 

loading of restricted commodities like minerals instead of 

permitted marble powder in containers. Accordingly a 

preventive check was conducted in presence of CONCOR 

officials and representatives of the party at one domestic 

container depot of CONCOR. Out of seven containers in 

which the loading commodity was declared as marble 

powder, three samples of commodity from each container 

were collected for laboratory testing to verify the above 

complaint. As per test results prepared by laboratory, the 

rock of samples sent to them was comparable with the 

standard chemical composition of dolomite/dolomite marble 

instead of marble powder. The senders had wrongly declared 

commodity as marble powder instead of dolomite/dolomite 

powder which had been restricted for container traffic vide 

Para-5.1 of Railway Board’s letter No.2008/TT-III/73/8 

dated 01.07.2008. The issue was referred to Railway Board 

with  laboratory reports for further action on the matter since 

as per Indian Mineral Year Book 2016, dolomite powder is 

subset of marble.On advice by NWR Vigilance to 

EDVT/RB, the commodities of ‘Dolomite’, zinc and lead 

concentrates and soap stone powder were permitted for 

loading in container traffic vide Railway Board’s letter 

No.2020/TT-III/73/21 dated 21.01.2021 and Dy Director 

(V2), RB’s letter No.2020/V2/NWR/Traffic/01/ 

Misc/20200800893; dated 06.4.2021. As a result of this 
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permission to load and move minerals not only dolomite but 

also Zinc Concentrate, Lead Concentrate, Soap Stone 

Powder, Talc Powder have been permitted in containers.  

The permission of these commodities by containers has  

plugged the source of corruptionas parties were restoring to 

misdeclaration of goods.  

 

 

7. During a vigilance check of parking contract, it was 

observed that GST amount was not paid by the contractor for 

three consecutive installments of license fee payments. On 

further investigation, it was found that the responsible staff 

of division did not generate GST compliant invoices after 

deposition of license fee on the UTS portal. In course of the 

investigation, data from the CRIS-UTS portal and GST 

Portal were matched. The analysis found that in many cases 

entries in GST portal were done much after the limit of 30 

days stipulated in the GST Act. As these entries are done on 

two different systems, there is an urgent need to generate 

exception reports showing which GST invoices generation 

are pending for entries have been made on UTS portal. As 

the responsibility for issuing GST compliant invoice lies 

with the Railways, RB was advised by NWR Vigilance to 

urge CRIS to develop an online system for generating of 

exceptions i.e. “entry on GST Portal not done/entered with 

delay vis a vis corresponding entries in UTS portal”.  
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Stores 

1. During the investigation of one of the procurement case of 

non stock item having value of above 10 lakhs, it was found 

that while submitting the indent to stores department for 

procurement of item, sanction of competent authority was 

not taken even after the indent was returned for the same by 

the stores department and same was again submitted to 

stores department for procurement expressing urgency and 

mentioning that item is safety in nature. Also it was not 

mentioned that item is restricted to be procured from RDSO 

approved sources. However, Limited Tender was floated 

with condition that item is restricted to be procured from 

RDSO approved sources but RDSO approved sources as per 

vendor directory were not included in the limited tender 

panel. It has also been found that sanction of competent 

authority regarding inclusion of non RDSO approved 

sources in the limited tender panel was not taken. Also the 

last successful supplier was not included in the limited 

tender panel. 

 

It has been found that lowest eligible offer was received 

from the firm who had provided the authorization letter from 

their OEM for the instant tender and was found technically 

suitable. Also the rates were reasonable as per Rates 

Reasonability given by the consignee and compared to HQ 

purchase rate of same item. The purchase order was placed 

on the firm. 

 

Further, inspection of the material was carried out by 

RDSO at firm’s OEM’s premises as per inspection 

certificated. Firm had supplied the material within delivery 
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period with Warrantee Certificate of the OEM at the time of 

supply of material. 

 

  However, it has been found that the material has not been 

procured with the laid down procedures issued by Railway 

Board and also the sanction for procurement of material has 

not been taken as per SOP. 

 

2. A RITES inspected item was supplied by firm. During the 

vigilance check a sample was taken for inspection of quality 

of the item and sent to NTH for testing. As per the reports 

received from lab, the sample was found non-confirming to 

chemical requirement as per the specification.  

 

Further Joint Inspection was conducted with RITES and 

firm by the consignee. During the joint inspection, three 

samples were drawn and one sample was sent for testing to 

other NABL accredited lab. As per the reports of lab, 

material was again found non-confirming to chemical 

specification requirement as per specifications. Based on 

report, material was finally rejected by the consignee. 

 

The material was inspected by the inspector of RITES who 

did not inspect the material carefully and showed negligence 

in his duties. 

 

 

3. A RDSO inspected item (Brake block) was supplied by firm. 

Item was safety in nature. During the vigilance check a 

sample was taken for inspection of quality of the item and 

sent to RDSO for testing. As per the reports received from 
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lab, the sample was found non-confirming to the 

specification. 

 

Further Joint Inspection was conducted in the presence of 

the representatives of RDSO, firm and consignee. During the 

joint inspection, it was decide to retest the item, therefore, 

three samples were drawn and one sample was sent for 

testing to RDSO. As per the reports of lab, material was 

again found non-confirming to specifications. Based on 

report, material was finally rejected by the consignee. 

 

4. During the investigation of a complaint, it has been found 

that an Item was purchased expressing urgency by the 

consignee. The urgency was expressed by the consignee 

without mentioning the correct stock position as he has 

mentioned the stock of 500 nos. against the AAC of 200000 

nos. in their letter which was actually available with stores 

depot whereas consignee should have mentioned the stock of 

24142 nos. available with him on 12.05.2021 as per 

transaction details for the period from 01.04.2021 to 

01.09.2021 downloaded from UDM. Thus he has hidden this 

information while expressing the urgency to stores depot 

which resulted in procurement of item on emergent basis by 

floating limited tender by stores depot instead of open 

tender. It was also found that UDM was not being updated 

timely. 

 

Therefore, Competent Authority was advised to issue 

suitable instructions and transactions regarding receipt & 

issue of material may also be updated on UDM. The 

concerned official was also taken up under DAR. 
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5. During the investigation, it has been found that a case was 

sent for technical suitability to user department. User 

department provided the technical suitability for the offers of 

M/s Faiveley Transport Rail Technologies India Ltd., Hosur 

approved vendor of RDSO, M/s Escorts Ltd., Faridabad 

approved vendor of RDSO for developmental order and M/s 

Knorr-Bremese India Pvt. Ltd., Palwal approved vendor of 

RDSO as per the panel enclosed by user department which 

was different to the panel for tendered item where in only 

two approved sources of RDSO were available. 

 

Thus the technical suitability was not provided by the user 

department as per the tender conditions as the item was 

restricted to be procured from RDSO approved sources and 

as per the panel for the tendered item, M/s Escorts Ltd., 

Faridabad was not approved source of RDSO for 

developmental order. As per Railway Board’s letter 

no.2001/RS(G)/779/7Pt. 2 (1) dated 06.11.2018 wherein it is 

mentioned that “Where there are not more than three Indian 

Suppliers categorized as Approved vendor for a particular 

item, developmental vendors can be considered for 

placement of bulk order without any quantity restrictions” 

and this condition has also been included in tender condition 

attached with tender. Theerefore a non approved 

development sources was given technical suitability for bulk 

order. 

 

 

6. During the investigation of case, it has been found that 

initially reserve price was fixed for the lot on the basis of 

rates received in other zonal railway for the lot sold 

comprising of same scrap material and later on reserve price 
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was fixed at the lower side without making amendment in 

the lot that material is corroded and includes broken parts of 

machines. Also the references of lots on which reserve price 

fixed were different as: 

(a) While fixing the reserve price for the first three auctions 

, the reference of lot comprising various type of electric 

scrap was taken and 

(b) The reserve price for the next two auctions was fixed 

giving reference of lots comprising of scrap (i) Corroded 

& broken parts of various machines/DG set etc. (ii) 

machinery parts.  

Thus the reserve price was fixed / revised by auction 

conducting officer without recording proper reasons. 

It has also been found in other lot that Reserve price of 

Rs.32000/- was fixed first time for the lot on the basis of lot 

of rails sold @32500/- per MT as mentioned in RP register. 

The highest bid of Rs.31255/- per MT was received which 

was rejected by auction conducting officer.  

 

Further the lot number was changed by making 

amendment in the description of the lot by adding the 

condition of cutting allowed and put in next auction. Reserve 

price of Rs.30000/- was fixed on the basis of rusted rail 

pieces & similar lot sold @Rs.30500/- per MT as mentioned 

in RP register. The highest bid of Rs.104/- per MT was 

received which was rejected by auction conducting officer. 

 

This lot was again tried in next auction and reserve price 

was fixed as Rs.26000/- per MT on the basis of 

rusted/corroded rail pieces. Single bid of Rs.26011/- was 

received which was accepted by auction conducting officer.  

 

Thus casual approach was adopted by auction conducting 

officer in fixing the reserve price by not following the 

existing guidelines/ Codal provisions. 
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7. Delay in SD refund 

 

 During the investigation of a complaint received in 2020, 

It has been found that firm requested to refund the security 

deposit of Rs.82444/- stating that they had enclosed the no 

claim certificate and copies of Receipt notes with their 

earlier letter dated 26.10.2018 but this letter was not 

available in the case file. Firm was again requested to submit 

the no claim certificate so that security deposit could be 

released. Firm again the submitted the “no claim certificate”. 

After that, case was forwarded to Accounts department for 

advising deduction particulars of security deposit, however, 

accounts did not confirm the deduction of amount. Party 

submitted RTI for this issue. Firm sought information 

through RTI regarding clarifying what technical issues in 

system is causing delay in their payment for 18 months. 

Thereafter, Accounts department verified that Rs.82444/- 

have been deducted, accordingly the pay order for 

Rs.82444/- was sent to accounts department for making 

payment to firm.  

 

 Competent Authority had issued the instructions that 

verification of deduction of security deposit from firm’s bills 

should be done on same day and after receipt of pay order 

for payment, it should be treated as bill and payment against 

pay order should be made within 10 days from its receipt. 

 

 

 

8.  Regarding Irregularity in GPS based tracking device  

    

During a preventive check regarding procurement of GPS 

based tracking devices in three Divisions of this Railway, 
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there was lot of difference found in the rates of purchase 

orders issued by divisions due to the fact that the material 

description was not sufficiently detailed out to form proper 

specification. In the specification there was no mention of 

data storage capacity, about display on the device, weight of 

device, dimension of device, capacity of battery etc. The 

software would be of Railway or of supplier was also not 

mentioned in description. Delivery period of the one of the 

purchase order has expired on 16.11.2017 & replacement 

supply have not yet been received up to check date but no 

further action was taken by purchasing authority. In one case 

clear technical suitability of GPS tracking devices was  not 

given by consignee and same offer was accepted by 

purchasing authority & the Railway Board letter dated 

27.04.2017 Para(iii) regarding Technical Evaluation of 

Tender was not followed. 

 

 

9. Regarding Irregularity in procurement of Walike Talkie 

sets  

 

  During Investigation of a Railway Board Complaint case 

regarding rejection/disqualification of firm’s bid along with 

other bidders on baseless reasons and favour to a particular 

OEM. It was found that technical evaluation has been done 

by Sr.DSTE & 03 offers were found technically suitable by 

him, later on technical evaluation has been done by DSTE & 

only 02 offer’s were found technically suitable whereas, one 

of the offer was made technical unsuitable which was earlier 

found Technical suitable by Sr.DSTE. Hence it was found 

that the decision of Sr. DSTE regarding Technical evaluation 

of the offers was superseded by DSTE without consent of Sr. 

DSTE or higher authority. Technical unsuitable firm had 
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quoted same make/model as per required model & same was 

given in the demand, Inspite of this firm’s offer was found 

technically unsuitable by consignee on the basis of previous 

performance not satisfactory, Chinese Company Product, 

lower grade product etc. Technical evaluation given by 

DSTE without consent of Sr. DSTE or higher authority was 

accepted by Sr.DMM hence, the Railway Board letter dated 

27.04.2017 Para (iii) regarding Technical Evaluation of 

Tenders was not followed. In this regard DAR action has 

recommended against concerned officers. 
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Medical 

 

1. Regarding empanelment of vendors for supply of local 

purchase medicines. 

  During investigation of a complaint regarding 

empanelment of vendors for supply of day to day local 

purchase of medicines, it has been found that:- 

a) Only one firm was empanelled for supplying in the 

category of ‘Medicines’, whereas, each hospital should 

have at least two or more vendors offering same rate to 

avoid failure of supply in Hospital as per Para-1.9 of 

Railway Board’s letter no.2017/H/4/1/Local Purchase 

dated 31.10.2018. 

b) Procedure for new empanelment of firms was initiated 

about one and half month before expiry of existing 

panel resulting in delay and previous panel of LP firms 

had to be extended twice. Whereas, as per Para-1.2 of 

Railway Board’s letter no. 2017/H/4/1/Local Purchase 

dated 31.10.2018, the process for new empanelment of 

vendors has to be initiated at least six month before 

expiry of existing term of registration. 

 

  The condition laid down in Para 2.2(1) of Notification of 

2018 that the firm’s establishment/premises should be within 

5 km of DRH/AII, same was not taken care while 

empanelment of firms. 
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2. Procedure of Receipt, Issue, Accountal & other aspects of 

Medicine Procurement. 

During investigation of a case conducted by the vigilance 

in one of the Railway Hospitals of this Railway, it has been 

found that some medicines have been received without 

proper stamping of “Zonal railway supply not for sale" on 

bottles of medicines. This is violation of annexure-D of Drug 

Procurement Policy-2015, Indian Railway Pharmacopeia and 

terms and condition of Purchase Orders. 

 

During vigilance investigation at one of the Divisional 

Railway Hospitals of NWR, it has been found that in spite of 

the fact that the essential conditions (regarding shelf life of 

product, Printing/stamping on product, drug analysis report 

etc) of Annexure-D Para 2.4 of Part-1 of Drug Procurement 

Policy-2015 were mentioned in NIT, the Purchase order was 

issued without mentioning the same. Whereas, conditions of 

NIT should invariably be part of the Purchase Orders unless 

otherwise specifically decided by Tender Accepting 

Authority based on offer/acceptance to drop some 

conditions, otherwise it will not be obligatory on part of 

Suppliers to accept such request at later stage, which may 

lead to procurement of medicines without fulfilling the 

Railway Board’s guidelines. 

 

 

3. Regarding scrutiny of bills of referral Hospital cases. 

 

During a preventive check conducted by the vigilance in 

one of the Railway Hospitals of this Railway for scrutiny of 

bill of referral case of Empanelled Hospital, it was found 

that: 
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Empanelled Hospital did not adhere to the terms and 

conditions of MOU and wrongfully not provided 10.00% 

discount on non-CGHS items. It was also found in medical 

bill that the Empanelled Hospital has mentioned wrong 

CGHS code numbers & also not mentioned code numbers 

against some investigations and claimed an excess amount. 

As well as, the official in Medical Department has not 

properly verified / checked the excess claimed amount and 

consequently payment was made as per excess claim. DAR 

action has been recommended against the concerned official. 

 

 

4. Investigation regarding Medical De-categorization 

(AEMG). 

 

During investigation of a Preventive check conducted by 

the vigilance in one of the Railway Hospitals of this 

Railway, it was found that:- 

 

 One Asst. Loco Pilot had undergone to LASIK (laser-

assisted in situ keratomileusis) surgery of both his eyes 

without informing to Railway Administration and thereafter 

continued to work as Asst Loco Pilot for the period of more 

than 16 Months. Whereas, as per Para 514(F) (a)  of IRMM-

2000 “ the staff in the categories A-1, A-2, A-3 should be 

sent for Special Medical Examination in the interest of safety 

under the following circumstances unless they have been 

under the treatment of a Railway Medical officer, “having 

undergone any treatment or operation for eye irrespective of 

the duration of sickness”.  
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Thus, he violated the instruction of Para 514(F) (a) of 

IRMM-2000 & hidden all necessary facts regarding 

conducting LASIK surgery to Railway administration & 

vigilance also, despite of this that his duties were direct 

related to safety of train operation, for which DAR action 

has been recommended. 

 

 

5. Vigilance investigation regarding Periodical Medical 

Examination. 

 

During investigation of a complaint, it was found that:- 

1. “Certificate-Physical Fitness of Employee (M4B) 

issued after conducting of PME was not having 

chronological number on Certificate, whereas, as 

per Annexure-X of Para 516 & 521of IRMM-

2000, Certificate should have been with 

chronological number. 

 

After acceptance of recommendations of Medical 

Committee by competent authority, “Certificate of 

Recommendation of Alternative Employment on Medical 

Grounds” was issued by the competent authority after delay 

of 67 days because of not submitting the case file from 

concerned ward to CMS Office. Whereas, “Certificate of 

Recommendation of Alternative Employment on Medical 

Grounds” should have been issued without any delay for 

further necessary action. 
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6. Regarding issuance of sick & fit certificates and 

maintenance of record. 

 

During preventive check investigation at one of the 

Railway Health Units of this Railway, regarding 

irregularities in certificates and maintenance of their record 

it was found that:- 

 

1. Only one Register was maintained for Sickness & 

Fitness Certificates and Duty Fitness Certificates 

instead of separate Registers, wherein information viz. 

Certificate Number, Name of employee, Designation, 

Department, Station, mobile number, Diagnosis, Date 

of Sickness, Date of Fitness, Number of Sick Days and 

Remarks etc. should be endorsed, which was not being 

done properly. 

 

2. Records of Sickness & Fitness Certificates and Duty 

fitness Certificates were maintained by Hospital 

Attendant (preparing, maintaining & keeping), in 

contravention to Para 6.2 (V & IX) of RB letter no 

2014/H-1/10/18/Para medical staff dated 15.10.2015, 

in spite of the fact that post of Pharmacist is available. 

 

 

3. While taking the employees under sick list, orders for 

preparation of sickness certificates by the concerned 

Railway Doctor was not recorded on prescription slips 

along with sickness certificate number and probable 

days of sickness as per provisions contained in Para 

538 (5) of IRMM 2000. 
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4. Documents related to sickness of employees were 

being pasted with the relevant counterfoils of sickness 

fitness certificates in the Certificate Book instead of 

tagging in individual case files. 

 

5. During the complete period of sickness of employees, 

Continuation Sick Certificates (CSC) were not being 

issued even after period prescribed in the original sick 

certificate as per provisions contained in Para 539 (1) 

of IRMM 2000. 

 

RPF officials were kept under sick list for a long period 

without following existing guidelines of Para-538 (2) of 

IRMM 2000 i.e. “ordinarily no Railway Medical Certificate 

shall be issued for more than 7 days at a time unless a 

member is admitted in the hospital as an indoor patient. 

Similarly, after discharge from the hospital, a member shall 

not be kept on sick list for more than 14 days at a time”. 

 

 

7. Irregularities in Bills of Empanelled Hospital. 

 

During investigation of a case of empanelled hospital of 

one of the Railway Hospitals of this Railway, it was found 

thatNephrology services for Chronic kidney disease 

(CKD) patients were being provided by Empanelled Hospital  

to Railway beneficiaries since January 2012.  Initial contract 

did not have any discount provision. When the contract was 

extended in March, 2015 with discount of 5% was to be 

provided on MRP of Pharmacy items used during the 

Hospitalization. The contract was extended two times.  

Hospital End/Finance End did not take this discount after 

contract was extended. During a preventive check, it was 
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found that the Empanelled Hospital was not adhered to the 

terms and conditions of MOUs and 5% discount on MRP 

was not provided on medicines/items. Also the officials in 

Medical & Accounts Department did not detect the above 

anomaly and consequently 5% discount on MRP of 

medicines was not availed by Railways. After the vigilance 

check, an amount of Rs 1,97,908/- [for 2 years] towards 5% 

discount on MRP of medicines used during Hospitalization 

has been recovered. 

 

 

8. Outside Patient Treatment. 

 

During investigation of a case, it was found that 

calculation of days for outside patient was calculated based 

on 24 Hrs basis whereas the should be on calendar day basis. 

Bed charges of outsider patients were erroneously 

calculated, as these charges were being recovered 

considering a day of 24 hours from the time of admission of 

the patient instead of being counted from midnight as per 

Para 622(3) of IRMM-2000. 

 

 

9. Not providing “In Patient Record” along with Empanelled 

Hospital Bills. 

 

During scrutiny of Empanelled Hospital Bills of one of the 

Railway Hospitals of this Railway case, it has been found 

that during submission of the final bills, empanelled Hospital 

does not provide the “In Patient Record” of patients treated 

in its Hospital, which should contains all the details 

regarding the investigations & treatment provided during 

hospitalisation. 
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10. Not maintaining separate register for referral of patients 

to different hospital. 

 

During a preventive check conducted by the vigilance at 

one of the Divisional Railway Hospital of this railwayit was 

found that there was single register for referral of patients to 

different hospital thereby it was difficult to check hospital 

wise cases during check. The help in performance review of 

such hospitals. Single register also causes even problem in 

recording feedback as it involved time searching the relevant 

case. It was also found that one of the hospital did not give 

his code list to cross verify the rate. 

 

 

11. Uses of different formats of "Referral Letters" for 

Empanelled Hospitals. 

 

During preventive check, it was found that different 

formats of "Referral Letters" were being used for referring of 

patients to Private Empanelled Hospitals. It was also found 

that in some referral letters, photos of patients were found 

pasted whereas, in others Referral letters no such 

photographs were found. 

 

 

12. Display of List of Empanelled Hospitals and Labs in 

Hospital Area. 

 

During investigation of procedure to refer the patient to 

Private Hospital, it was found that list of Private Empanelled 

Hospitals and Labs was not displayed in Hospital Area of the 

Railway Hospital while Railway Board letter no 2016/H-

1/11/58/Policy dated 21.06.2018, updated list of Private 
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Empanelled Hospitals & investigation Centers should have 

been displayed.It was also found that in Hospital Service Bill 

submitted by Private Empanelled Hospital for claiming 

amount from Railways, date of investigations conducted and 

treatment given to the patients had not been mentioned 

against each of the investigation& treatment. 
 

 

13. Not uploading of Receipt and issue entry of medicines on 

iMMIS. 

 

During investigation of a case of Receipt, Issue, Accountal 

and quality of medicine in one of the Divisional Railway 

Hospital of this railway,it was found that Receipt&Issue 

entries of medicines were not being updated on IMMIS. It 

was also found that some medicines were local purchased at 

one divisional Hospital although same were available in 

excess at other units.  

 

Therefore, Advised to Competent Authority for issuing 

suitable instructions to ensure updating of medicine on 

iMMS so that real time availability position of medicines is 

available to all concerned. 

 
 

14. Approval/Delisting of Diagnostic Centres. 

 

During investigation of Enlistment of Private 

Hospital&Diagnostic Centrein one of the Divisional Railway 

Hospital of this railway,it was found that Inspection 

committee has signed at last page only and other pages of 

recommendation were unsigned. It was also found that 

committee while delisting diagnostic centres did not gave 

reasons in his inspection report regarding disqualification of 

diagnostic centers for empanelment. 
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Mechanical 

1. During investigation of a preventive check at one of the RDI 

of this Railway, Gross Irregularities as mentioned below 

were found in account of HSD oil.  

  At RDI set up it was practiced to note every issued 

quantity of HSD to locomotive in the shift as well as at the 

end of the shift the reading of the HSD totalizer (a 

mechanical counter in the flow meter to show the HSD 

issued Cumulative; till start of the flow meter) has to be 

mentioned in a register which was named as D-6 register. 

 

  When vigilance team reached the RDI and noted the 

reading of totalizerat 10:37 Hrs. that is “9912683” it was 

found lesser than the reading noted in the D-6 register that is 

“9912719”, irrespective of none of  locomotive was issued 

HSD oilin between the time. So it was deduced that the 

reading mentioned in the register was excess than the 

reading showing in the totalizer. Therefore; having 

misappropriation of HSD concerned, officials were take up 

under DAR. 
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Accounts & Personnel 

 

1. IRREGULARITIES IN CLAIMING BRIEF-CASE 

ALLOWANCE 

Brief case allowance is admissible based on local policy 

issued at the Zonal level. The allowance can be claimed once 

every 3 years. A preventive check based on IPAS database 

regarding brief case allowance was carried out to check if 

any irregular claims were made before the expiry of the 

three-year period.  

 

The investigation of the data revealed that there were cases 

where officers and staff had claimed reimbursement before 

the completion of the mandatory period. In one case due to 

selection of wrong code while preparing pay-bill an amount 

of Rs. 85,000 was reflecting under the head of brief case 

allowance.  Recovery of irregular claim and administrative 

action against officers/staff was advised.  

 

A system improvement removing the anomaly in the 

relevant policy letter was also suggested. The letter should 

clearly mention that in case of non-gazetted staff briefcase 

allowance is to be sanctioned by controlling officer and will 

not be considered as automatically sanctioned simply based 

on presentation of the reimbursement claim.  

 

The investigation also brought out that a check in IPAS on 

the upper value of payment under this head could be 

introduced by CRIS to prevent any misuse. Since briefcase 

reimbursement’s amount and frequency are determined at 

Zonal level and would be different across the Indian 

Railways an upper figure for reimbursement could be 
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introduced in the system itself. A similar checkpoint could 

also be introduced for the frequency of claim.  

 

 

2. IRREGULARITY IN FINALISATION OF TENDER ON 

GeM 

A preventive check on a tender for hiring of staff (Hospital 

Attendants) for one of the Divisional hospitals was carried 

out. It was a case of direct acceptance by the Tender 

Accepting Authority. The tender was called on the GeM 

platform. There were more than 40 participants and out of 

these a dozen firms were found eligible. All the eligible 

firms had offered the same rate. There were no criteria 

prescribed in the tender document for picking or ranking 

bidders in case of same financial offers by more than one 

firm. 

 

The Accepting Authority in its speaking orders selected 

one firm giving the reason that this particular firm was a 

local firm based in the same city and hence would be able to 

commence work sooner. While doing this the Accepting 

Authority ignored the fact that there out of the eligible offers 

there were 5 other firms which were also based in the same 

city. No reason for not considering them was recorded in the 

speaking orders.  

 

GeM offers two ways of choosing between offers of same 

value. One option is to place the contract on any of the L-1 

bidders based on any criteria as deemed fit by buyer with 

appropriate internal approval. In the case of the tender under 

discussion the criteria was not specified at the appropriate 

stage nor was any internal approval in place.  
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The second option on GeM is to choose one among the L-

1 bidders through a random selection by the system itself 

that is objective. This option was not exercised by the 

Accepting Authority. Action against the Accepting Authority 

was recommended.  

 

The concerned PHOD was advised that instructions 

regarding using the system-provided random selection 

option to ensure fairness in vendor selection should be 

circulated. 

 

  

3. SUBMITTING FAKE EDUCATION CERTIFICATE AS 

PROOF OF DATE OF BIRTH 

A preventive check on recruitment through Sports Quota 

was undertaken based on source information.  

 

It was found that the candidate had submitted different 

certificates of secondary and higher secondary education at 

different times during various recruitment cycles on different 

Zonal Railways.  

 

The certificates mentioned different date of births based on 

which the candidate could have been considered eligible or 

ineligible for recruitment as per the age determined based on 

the certificates. 

 

The educational body which had issued these certificates 

was based in Jharkhand and had an online presence on the 

Internet as well. This body was approached through post and 

email for verification of the certificates submitted by the 

candidate.  
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Although this body verified one set of certificates on email 

it was revealed through investigation that the body itself was 

unrecognised and no certificates/testimonials issued by it had 

any legal standing.  

 

A Railway-wide letter alerting all Zones regarding the 

status of this body has been issued on reference of vigilance. 

All cases where certificates from this body formed the basis 

of recruitment are under review. The candidate who had 

submitted the certificates was debarred from all future 

recruitment on Railways. 
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Signal & Telecommunication:  

 

1. Irregular Payment of SOR Item:-  

  During execution of work “Provision of OFC based digital 

communication system on one of the Division in NWR.” 

Irregular payment was done. The broad scope of tender 

consisted of OFC laying work and its associated works like 

trenching, HDD boring, jointing, termination, provision of 

porta cabin, end to end connectivity of OFC etc including 

part supply of equipments. 

 

Description of SOR item was as under:- 

  

 “All work pertaining to Horizontal directional drilling 

(HDD)/Boring and trenchless cabling. It includes supply, 

transportation and insertion of self lubricated HDPE pipe 

and laying of cables in boring under the track/road by using 

different sizes of pipes depending upon the total numbers of 

cables will be crossed. The depth of horizontal boring should 

be minimum 1 meter from rail flange/road level. This item 

will be used for track crossing of running lines.(a) By using 

self lubricated HDPE pipe of 50 mm inner dia. and 63mm 

outer dia. in the bore and laying the of cables in the bore 

under the track/road”. 

 

 Payment conditions mentioned in the contract were as under: 
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30.1 All payments will normally be made only for 

finished works on the basis of mode and terms of 

payments agreed upon and provided in the contract. 

 For Schedule “B”  

a) 80% of the accepted cost of the items of the 

Schedule ‘B’ (duly inspected by the nominated 

inspection Authority) will be paid on receipt of the 

equipment by the Consignee. 

b) 10% of the accepted cost (in addition to the 80% 

released above) shall be paid after 

installation/erection of that particular equipment.  

c)  The balance 10% of Schedule will be paid after 

commissioning of station.  

 

100% will be paid for spares & for items, which 

are not required to be erected by the contractor on 

receipt of equipment and no loss certificate by 

consignee.  

For Schedule ‘A’ / For Schedule “B” / For Schedule “C” 

same above conditions were mentioned.  

 

During execution of the above item Measurement Book 

was filled against supply of HDPE pipe without verification 

of complete work and 80% payments was made to contractor 

as payment condition Para 30.1(a) of Schedule “B”.  

 

Officials concerned misinterpreted the above item as 

supply items and made 80% payament which is done for 

supply items. Infact item no. 4 (above) was an execution 

item and payments were to be done after complete scope of 

work as defined in description of item. Payment conditions 
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specifically mentioned 80% release of payment in case of 

supply items (equipment). This anomally was not detected 

by two ASTEs who did  20% test checks. 

  

DA&R action against six officials [03 Gazetted and 03 

Non-Gazetted officials] responsible for irregularity has been 

initiated. Also as system improvement in Revised SOR 

(S&T)-2020, itemwise payment conditions have been 

mentioned as to at what stage how much payment is to be 

done i.e. for Supply, installation and commissioning 

avoiding interpretation at the time of execution.  

 

 

2. Quality Issues in HDPE pipe 

 

A quality check of pre-inspected material i.e HDPE Duct 

pipe dia 40 mm/33mm was done in a construction field unit. 

This material was pre-inspected and passed by RITES.  

Random samples were sent to two different NTH labs i.e. 

Jaipur & Kolkatta. The quality of the material failed at both 

NTH labs on various parameters. NTH verbatim comments 

“Sample fails to meet the requirements of IS:1239 (Part-1)-

2004 in respects of thickness, Outside Diameter and Mass 

per metre length.” 

 

Material was rejected and supplier accepted the rejection. 

Recovery of Rs.4051097/-  was realized.  RITES (Vigilance) 

is taking further action to fix responsibility on inspecting 

officials. As system improvement detailed specification of 

instant item and procurement source has been added/ 

mentioned in Updated S&T SOR-2020 as per RDSO 

specification.  
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3. Upkeep of stores ledgers and record entries 

A preventive check was conducted in one of the telecom 

dept to detect irregularities in up-keep of telecom stores. It 

was found that No entries of receipt / installation date of 

various telecom equipments like Video walls, LED, TV, 

Digital Display Boards of different work orders were found 

in ledger. In addition various problems encountered since 

installation were logged. AMC details were not entered in 

any ledger.  No work-wise bifurcation of material was done 

in ledger books.  Discrepancy was noticed in quantity 

received, installed and ground balance.  Physical upkeep of 

material was found in very bad condition. 

 

PHOD was advised about the irregularities and 

observations suggesting a system improvement & 

emphasizing proper upkeep and accountal of stores. A 

system improvement has been issued by PHOD regarding 

Upkeep of inventory ledger of all new installation and 

reconciliation after commissioning/Hand over installation/ 

system /section. 
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Elecrical  

 

 

1. Irregularities in Tender Preparation &  Evaluation 

 Brief Description of Work: 

 
In a preventive check of a tender case of various electrical 

works in an electrical field unit, the scope of work comprised 

various electrical works i.e. provision of Escalators, 

Rehabilitation of washing lines, Improvement of lighting, 

wiring & controlling circuit in office  & Improvement in 

passenger Amenities  at various stations. A total of 4 offers 

were received & tender awarded to L-4, the highest bidder 

(+17.37%). 

 

Irregularities:  

 

i. While preparing tender document a Restrictive 

Condition of LED fittings technical compliances was 

added in eligibility criteria without approval of CA. 

This required bidders to give 20 different submittals 

related with LED performance although only 20% of 

NIT cost was LED portion. In fact, such compliances 

were meant for stores contract where maximum 

payments are released on supply itself. 

 

ii. During tender evaluation, Standard Eligibility 

Criteria as per GCC, was ignored and offers of L-1, 

L-2 & L-3 bidders were made ineligible. Standard 

Eligibility Criterion (35% and 150%) were not even 

examined and bids rejected based on additional 

restrictive condition. 
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iii. During evaluation documents related with submittals 

(as per new conditions) were accepted after opening of 

tender. 

 

iv. Tender conditions required an authorisation certificate 

from OEM for specific tender participation. However 

the certificate submitted was issued even before NIT 

and not bearing signature of certified OEM 

representative 

 

v. Rate analysis used for tender was done without doing 

averaging of LARs as per Railway Board’s guidelines. 

Inflated LAR were taken ignoring recent LAR of same 

unit. Rate analysis was not signed by TC members.  

Action Taken: 

 

DAR Action against has been initiated against 4 Gazetted, 

02 Non Gazetted officials as per CVC advice.  

 

 

2. Testing of LED light fittings: 

A  Quality check of  pre-inspected “Energy Efficient LED 

20 Watt Outdoor type fitting” was done at one of the 

electrical depot. The material was  a stores supply and pre-

inspected by M/s. RITES.  

    

Random samples of material supplied i.e “Energy Efficient 

LED 20 Watt Outdoor type fitting” were sent to NTH 

Kolkotta and Test Report of NTH reflected that the item 

failed in many parameters of specification w.r.t. tender 

specification. Even basic parameter e.g. flux was found to be 

1364 lm as against 2000 lm. The variation in value was large 
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and could be seen easily by simple Lux Meter at site by 

consignee before putting in use. 

 

On the advice of Vigilance material was rejected and  

supplier accepted NTH Kolkatta lab results. A recovery of 

Rs 11 lacs has been proposed. RITES (Vigilance) are taking 

further action to fix responsibility on inspecting officials. 

 

As system improvement PCEE has issued detailed 

guidelines to physically verify all possible specification at 

the time of delivery of material and before putting the 

material in use by consignee. 
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Engineering  

 

1. Quality Check on LHS Work 

 

A preventive check was carried out under a special drive 

for “Quality Assurance & Time Line in infrastructural 

works”  and quality of concrete work was check at One LHS 

in the work for “Providing Limited height subway in lieu of 

existing level crossings in connection with elimination of 

existing LCs (20 nos.)” 

 

This work was awarded with the total cost of Rs. 28.11 

Crores. NABL accredited Lab was engaged for non 

destructive testing of concrete work by rebound hammer 

test. The non destructive testing of concrete was conducted 

on RCC boxes and retaining wall of LHS. During the 

inspection CE/C and his team was also present. 

 

Strength of concrete for RCC boxes was found 44.2 

N/mm
2, 

56.8 N/mm
2
 and 66.9 N/mm

2 
respectively for M-35 

concrete. However, strength of retaining wall Concrete was 

found 15.7 N/mm
2
, 12.6 N/mm

2
 & 16.2 N/mm

2
. The grade 

of concrete of the retaining wall was M 25. Hence, the 

strength of the retaining wall at all the three locations was 

found to be less than 25 N/mm
2
. Overall finishing of 

retaining wall was also showing honeycombing and 

repairing by plaster at some location. During rebound 

hammer testing indentation marks were seen after test which 

seems unreasonable and leads to impression that quality of 

concrete is very bad.  

 

It was advised to the executives accompanying during 

testing for conducting the core test to ascertain the final 
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quality of the concrete and advises the result. After approx. 

10 days, CE/C forwarded the Dy. CE/C’s report of core test 

which indicated that strength of concrete as 27 N/mm
2
. 

This test report was issued by M/s Alex Testing Lab. 

Simultenously, a report was submitted by CE/TP and in his 

report he had raised some observation regarding testing 

facilities of M/s Alex Testing Lab. 

 

CE/TP had brought out in his report that the display of 

name board, ISO certification and NABL accreditation were 

not available at the M/s Alex Testing Lab. This lab has 

issued test report of chemical composition of steel, vitrified 

tiles, flush doors whereas facilities for carrying out these 

tests were not available in the lab. The documentation in the 

lab was not proper. The mix design submitted by lab for 

M30 did not contained detailed procedure of calculation and 

on being asked they could not explain the procedure they 

had adopted. The test results of cube were so consistent, 

generally such results are not achievable.  

 

To clear the doubt regarding the reliability of tests results 

produced by field conducted by M/s Alex Testing Lab, it 

was decided to conduct joint core test of concrete work of 

retaining wall of the LHS for which lesser strength was 

observed in non destructive testing.  

 

Subsequently, 3 set of core samples (each sample consists 

of three core) were collected jointly by Vigilance and 

AEN/C and one sample was got tested in another NABL 

accredited lab in joint presence of representatives of 
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Vigilance and Executives. (Vigilance inspector and 

AEN/Const) In the testing of core samples, strength was 

found between 6-7 N/mm² i.e. much below than the required 

strength of M 25 concrete.  

 

Subsequently, in view of the poor quality of retaining wall 

it was advised to dismantle and reconstruct the defective 

portion (15 M long stretch of retaining wall having 3 to 3.5 

m height).  It was also advised to get the videography of 

dismantling of retaining wall. In compliance to above, the 

defective portion of the retaining wall was dismantled by the 

field unit. 

 

 
 

This work was for extension of existing LHS for doubling, 

so 02 no. additional boxes was planned alongwith approach 

road with covershed and drainage in this work. In 

investigation it was revealed that for the approach of LHS 9 
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M long flared RCC wall in M-35 Concrete, followed by 24 

M long U type cast in-situ RCC retaining wall was provided 

and which is followed by Plain CC wall in M-25 concrete.  

 

This work was for extension of existing LHS in connection 

with doubling work so ideally additional boxes shall be 

followed by precast U type retaining wall for flared section 

and U type of retaining wall for remaining part of 

approaches.  
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In vigilance investigation it was observed that provision of 

weep holes and boulder backfill was not made during 

execution of RCC flared wing wall and mass CC retaining 

wall in violation of drawing besides higher grade of concrete 

was allowed without any requirement and without any 

approval of competent authority. 

 

During vigilance investigation it has been observed that for 

construction of approaches of the LHS, 9.0 m long RCC 

flared wall section (Drg no. CAO/C/JP/D-3325/11 with M 

30 mix design), 24.18m long RCC U-type retaining wall 

(Drg. no.CBE/839/Type Plan/Utype Retaining wall/2017 

with M25 mix design RCC) and 48.86m long Cement 

Concrete retaining wall (Drg. no.CAO/C/JP/D-3325/13/R 

with M-20 concrete) was planned. However, it was also 

noticed that RCC flared wing portion was paid in M35 grade 

(against M-30 as per drawing). Mass CC retaining wall was 

paid M-25 (against M-20 grade as per drawing).  

 

In Vigilance investigation it was also revealed that 

Mandatory approval of Concrete design mix was not carried 
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out and work was executed without approval of proper 

Design mix. For this work only M-25 and M-35 design 

mixes were approved as per record. It is also noticed that this 

approved design mixes were proposed by field staff (SSE 

and XEN) based on cube testing results and approved by Dy 

CE/C. However, the results of cube strength used for 

proposed design mix was not fulfilling required strength of 

design mix approval. Infact the proposed cube test results 

were fulfilling the acceptance criteria but not fulfilling the 

required design mix criteria as per IS -456-2000 & IRS 

concrete bridge code. 

 

There was no design mix approval available on record for 

M-20 and M-30 Grade concrete required for Mass CC 

retaining wall and Flared wing wall respectively. No design 

mix approval was also available for M-30 grade concrete for 

CC road and wearing coat but road work was got executed 

and paid under this work. 

 

Further investigation also revealed that payment of 

Centering & Shuttering for foundation of the mass CC 

retaining walls was paid under wrong item meant for 

superstructure having high rate, resulting into excess 

payment of tune of Rs. 4 lakhs. 

 

To be paid under But paid in  

USSOR item no.195031 

– Shuttering for ‘RCC 

raft foundation & pile 

cap’  

USSOR item no.195032 

shuttering for ‘Abutment, 

pier, wing walls & return 

walls’  
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Important Lesson- 

1. Work should be carried out with approved drawing only. 

Any deviation in approved drawing should be get 

approved by competent authority. 

 

2. Copy of all relevant approved drawing should be issued to 

contractor and proper record should be kept for the same. 

 

 

3. Proper design mix approval for all the concrete members 

should be ensured before starting the work. 

 

4. Separate design mix for each member should invariably be 

planned and got approved by competent authority. 
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5. Separate design mix for road work and wearing coat shall 

be prepared and got approved. 

 

6. Special attention is to be given for shuttering design, 

provision of adequate cover and placement of concrete for 

better and acceptable finishing of concrete work. It has 

been noticed that the quality of work gets deteriorates for 

LHS approach work. 

 

 

***** 
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2.  Misappropriation of Released Track material  

 

A Preventive Check was conducted to verify accountal of 

release material for a deposit work related to CTR of a 

private siding. This check was conducted on source 

information about misappropriation of release material. 

Deposit work is for CTR of a private siding involving yard 

(involving 20 turnouts) and 11 km long siding. Plain track 

and turnouts of 52 kg rails on CST-9/ST sleepers was to be 

replaced with 60 kg rails on PSC sleepers. The amount was 

deposited by party for the work with CRRM cost adjusted. 

Therefore, all the release material was Railway property. 

Release material of plain track was collected and disposed 

off by offering them for auction but release material of 20 

turnouts was stacked in the siding premises.  

 

As per Para 721 of IRPWM and contract condition no. 08, 

Joint inventory should have been taken by SSE/PWay with 

ISA and Contractor by the In-charge SSE/Pway before start 

of the renewal work. But he did not take joint inventory of 

track before start of renewal work. Release Material tally 

book was not prepared for this deposit work and no formal 

record was kept for release material of this deposit work in 

any Railway office but informal record was kept by In-

charge SSE/PW of this work in his diary. He did not issue 

material to contractor on HR slip before start of work and he 

also did not ensure proper stacking of release material as per 

contract condition. He recorded the final bill without 

completion of transportation of the release material from 

power plant to railway premises. He did not keep any record 

of the released material and did not handover the charge to 

new incumbent even after his transfer. The material of this 

deposit work was not taken into account during stock 
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verification as no entries were made into tally books by the 

stock holder. The same SSE was posted again after 3 years 

on the same post and still he did not made any entry into the 

material tally book but conspired to divert ST sleepers of 

turnouts. He waited for change of officers at sub-divisional 

and divisional level. Then he approached the divisional 

authority and asked their help in getting approval for 

transporting the release material from power plant to railway 

premises and gets transportation agency nominated for the 

work. He conspired with transporting agency to divert the 

release material of turnouts and  three trailers loaded with 

approx 140 MT release material worth approximately Rs 18 

lacs was diverted midway. For diversion he prepared 

material gate pass on old Hand Receipt book (Serial 

Numbered) taken from his old place of posting. He issued 

the gate-pass for Sirhind (Ambala division) in Northern 

railways and all the material was sold in Mandi Govindgarh 

in Punjab. He had tried to make up the diverted material by 

stacking the rail released from fencings from old closed LC 

after construction of LHS and fencing placed on trespassing 

locations with the help from PWI of the section at the same 

place where release material of power plant is to be stacked. 

He personally supervised the loading of released material 

alone and signed all the gate passes. He deliberately did not 

issue the material to contractor on gate pass/HR slip before 

start of transportation.  He failed to check within time that all 

the material reached to the destination which was in distance 

less than one hour from the source station. He reported to 

RPF for theft of 140 MT material after the start of vigilance 

check and he reported that approx. 140 MT material was 

found short at destination and was theft.  
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RPF had also registered case and got the drivers of the 

trailers were arrested and they had also confessed that 

material was diverted and sold at Mandi Govindgarh. 

Vigilance was able to get hold of a diary from his office 

when vigilance reached in his office which had detail of 

release material of turnouts.  The Release material was 

transported in May 2019 but he did not visit the location at 

which material was to be stacked till August 2019. He did 

not ensure proper stacking of transported material and even 

at the time of vigilance check also the release material was 

not stacked. Subsequently, in presence of vigilance 

investigation team the material was stacked properly and 

counting of material was done. After that it was revealed that 

there was shortage of 140 MT material.  

Lessons Learnt 

 

1. Ensure Timely Stock Verification. Stock Verification 

shall include material of Deposit work. 

2. Joint Inventory must be taken before start of any track 

renewal work.  

3. Material transportation shall commence only after 

material issued to contractor on HR slip. 

4. Released material shall be stacked properly with 

bifurcation of serviceable and non serviceable and 

stacking must be ensured with proper end paint marking. 

5. All lot shall have proper board with information of 

material.  

 

 

***** 
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3. During a preventive check of BGKT Rly. lab, it was 

observed that no standard guidelines was available for 

Calibration of machines, record keeping and auditing of 

laboratory. It was also noticed that the sample received in the 

lab for testing is having information of concerned agency 

and executive under whome work is being done. This 

revealation of identity can influence the results. Vigilance 

has suggested a system improvement regarding above issues. 

Vigilance has suggested this system improvement after 

studying practices of three adjoining Zonal Railways 

[WR/WCR/NR].  

  Following system improvement was issued on suggestion 

by vigilance and Procedure for Coding of Ballast Sample 

before sending it lab was introduced over NWR so that 

Identity of Contractor and Location is not revealed. Also 

calibration and standard record keeping, annual audit by HQ 

team was introduced on NWR. 

 This system improvement is available on FTP: 

ftp://10.141.6.90/VigilanceNWR/Engineering%20Departme

nt%20System%20improvements%202021/Testing_of_ballas

t_in_Rly_lab_BGKT.pdf 
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***** 
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4. Currently 20% test check of bill value of prescribed. 100% 

test check is prescribed for certain items like reinforcement 

steel. In one of the check it was found that upto 14
th
 bill test 

check by AEN was more than 35% of the cumulative value 

of bill but test check was less than 20% for individual bills.  

It was also noticed that the test check is not being recorded 

properly by some officials as they are not specifically 

marking the items for which they have recorded the test 

check. Many officials are not recording date of their test 

check. Some officials are recording their test check by 

recoding a certificate at end of the record measurement. This 

leads to a situation that important items got left out in test 

check and different practices were being followed by 

different units of NWR. 
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Now as a system improvement detailed guidelines have 

been issued by PCE office and improved procedure will help 

in uniformity in test check and will ensure quality across the 

work. 

This system improvement is available on FTP: 

ftp://10.141.6.90/VigilanceNWR/Engineering%20Departm

ent%20System%20improvements%202021/Test_Check_b

y_officers.pdf 

***** 
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5. During investigation of one complaint it was noticed that 

tender was invited for passenger amenity items namely 

Coach Indicator Board & GPS Clock. The similar nature for 

the tender was only for Coach Indicator Board. There was a 

note attached with similar nature of work which states that 

tenderer should be borne in RDSO approved panel for all the 

tendered items. As per list of similar nature of work 

prevailing at that time does not have any work related with 

GPS clock. 

 
    The tender was finalised by only considering RDSO 

approved vendor list of Coach Indicator Board. None of the 

participant in that tender was appearing on vendor list for 

GPS clock. As TC has followed consistent practice of not 

considering GPS clock for this type of tender and GPS clock 

was taken from RDSO approved firm as such no action was 

proposed.  Although a system improvement was proposed by 

vigilance for regular updation of similar nature of work.  

 

6. One check was conducted on delivery of scrap and it was 

noticed that during delivery of small fittings like MS/GFN 

liners were part of material lot which was auctioned. During 

the time of delivery some part of material was not delivered 

to the party as material was buried due to earthwork activity 

in adjoining to the Material Bara where lot was offered after 

preparation of LOT. Since material was auctioned with 

actual weight is to be taken at the time of delivery. This 

matter was revealed as material loaded in a truck got stuck 

nearby delivery point on first day of delivery and vigilance 

had conducted the surprise check. On second day when 

weighment of the truck was done then it becomes clear that 
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the material delivered was lesser than the quantity offered in 

auction. Then the earth was removed where MS liners were 

stacked in the fenced bara and remaining material was 

finally delivered after digging it from buried earth. 

 
 

Above system improvement was issued on vigilance 

suggestion with detailed instruction for proper stacking and 

accountal of loose P.Way materials.  

This system improvement is available on FTP: 

ftp://10.141.6.90/VigilanceNWR/Engineering%20Departm

ent%20System%20improvements%202021/Scrap_delivery.p

df 
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7. Track Procurement tenders 

In one vigilance check it was noticed that the tender 

conditions for track procurement tenders did not 

specifically mentions that whether splitting of quantity will 

take place or not in that tender. This decision was being 

taken after opening of tender on case-to-case basis which 

seems to be inappropriate.  

Tender for switches had mentioned both the situations i.e. 

‘in case of no prior decision to split the order’ and ‘in case 

of pre decided splitting of order’. However, it was not 

mentioned anywhere in the NIT that whether splitting will 

be applicable to the instant tender or not.  

Railway Board letter no. 99/RS(G)/779/2(Vol.II) dated 

30.04.2019 specify following:- 

“ …..It must, therefore, be ensured in the case of pre-

decided split ordering that the clause in the tender 

schedule should clearly bring out the intention to split the 

quantity while ordering and the conditions mentioned in 

the instructions are complied with. …..” 

Also there was no consistent approach in cases where 

splitting of quantities was done. In the Switch Tenders 

there were 6 items. For item no. 1 there were two offers 

tied with lowest offer and two more offers having their rate 

within 3%-5% of L-1. In this tender complete quantities 

for item no. 1 was splitted between two lowest offer but no 

counter offer was offered to L-2 to supply on rates of L-1. 

Whereas the tender conditions stipulates following 

conditions for splitting the quantities- 
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Price differential between L1 

and L2  
Quantity distribution ratio 

between L1 and L2  

Upto 3%  60 : 40  

More than 3% and upto 5%  65 : 35  

More than 5%  At least 65% on the L1 

tenderer. For the quantity to 

be ordered on the L2 

tenderer, TC/TAA shall 

Decide.  

 

For item no.6, there were two offers within 3% of rates 

offered by L-1. In this tender order was placed for 60% 

quantity to L-1 and 40% to L-2. [Splitting done correctly but 

tender condition does not specify splitting]  

For item no. 2, 3, 4 & 5 there were four offers having rates 

more than 5% of L-1. In this tender complete quantities of 

these items were given to L-1.  

Price differential between L1 

and L2  
Quantity distribution 

ratio between L1 and L2  

Upto 3%  60 : 40  

More than 3% and upto 5%  65 : 35  

More than 5%  At least 65% on the L1 

tenderer. For the quantity 

to be ordered on the L2 

tenderer, TC/TAA shall 

Decide.  

 

After Vigilance advice modification in tender document 

was carried out and now clear procedure regarding splitting 

of quantity for track procurement tenders is incorporated. 

A vigilance workshop specifically for Engg Department 

was also conducted to educate all concerned.  
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8. During investigation of one complaint it was noticed that 

pump capacity of tractor mounted pump used for dewatering 

from LHS was not fixed before start of work. Further it was 

noticed that there was no uniform system for fixing the 

capacity of dewatering pump. There are different practices 

were in place to determine the capacity of pump on a tractor 

mounted pump. After construction of lots of LHS in NWR 

dewatering has become a very important activity. Sincet the 

unit for payment is HP-Hour in USSOR so fixing of pump 

capacity has a direct bearing on the payment. 

 

  Vigilance has advised for issue of Uniform policy for fixing 

of pumping capacity and record keeping of tractor mounted 

pump and on Vigilance’s suggestion following system 

improvement was issued. 

 

This system improvement is available on FTP: 

ftp://10.141.6.90/VigilanceNWR/Engineering%20Departme

nt%20System%20improvements%202021/Dewatering_work

.pdf 
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